
Various considerations about SWF files
Clickteam Fusion 2.5 This page contains different chunks of information about the Clickteam Fusion 2.5 
runtime compatible with Adobe® Flash® Player.

Right mouseclick
ActionScript does not detect right mouseclicks. If you check for it in one of your application's 
conditions, the conditions will never be true.

Mouse-driven movement
The mouse movement in SWF files is different from the normal mouse movement. The object is 
positionned just under the mouse hidden pointer. This implies that the mouse pointer must be above the 
play area for the object to move.

Tab key
The Tab key cannot be detected in a web page : the browser eats the key and the application does not 
receive it. Therefore, if your frame contains several controls like edit boxes or combo boxes, you will 
have click on them to go from one to another.

How to keep you application small.
Despite the high speed of Internet nowadays, it is always good to keep the size of your application to a 
minimum. Here are a few hints to keep the size down:

l Do not use large backdrop images, but repeat smaller backdrop objects. A large image can be 
quite big, specially if it is complex. Even if the images are highly compressed, a big image will 
increase the size of the SWF file. Most of the time, the background of a game can be created by 
repeating smaller elements at different locations. Also do not forget the Mosaic option in the 
Quick backdrop object. 

l Use scaling and rotation. Active objects can be rotated and scaled. You should use this feature 
for as many objects as possible, thus reducing the amount of graphics in your file. Basically, you 
just create the animations of your object in the right direction, and then check the "Automatic 
rotations" property in the object's runtime properties. Your object will be automatically rotated 
depending on the direction of the movement.
A drawback of the rotation and scaling is speed. If your rotated object is involved in collision 
detections, a rotated and scaled mask must be created in memory to allow the collision system to 
work. Creating this mask can take some time, specially for big objects. Only experimentation will 
tell you if the process is not too long for your game, but basically the smaller the faster. 

l Use sounds carefully. Sounds in SWF files are in MP3 format. It is a highly compressed format, 
but even MP3 sounds take a lot of space. Use too many sounds and your application will grow 
rapidely. 

Opening web pages
You can use the Flash® Player object to open web pages from your application, and therefore create 
reactive areas to allow the user to connect to your website. The Flash® Player object allows you to open 
a html page in a blank browser window, or in the same window as the application.

Gathering parameters from the HTML page
You can transmit parameters to your application with the FlashVars parameter in the OBJECT & 
EMBED tags in your HTML code. 
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Imagine two parameters, "My first param" and "100". Here is the code you must insert in the HTML 
code:

<object classid="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000"
id="MyApplication" width="640" height="480"
codebase="http://fpdownload.macromedia.com/get/flashplayer/current/swflash.cab">
<param name="movie" value="MyApplication.swf" />
<param name="quality" value="high" />
<param name="bgcolor" value="#ffffff" />
<param name="allowScriptAccess" value="sameDomain" />
<param name=FlashVars VALUE="param1=My%20first%20param&param2=100">
<embed src="MyApplication.swf" quality="high" bgcolor="#ffffff"
width="640" height="480" name="MyApplication" align="middle"
FlashVars="param1=My%20first%20param&param2=100"
play="true"
loop="false"
quality="high"
allowScriptAccess="sameDomain"
type="application/x-shockwave-flash"
pluginspage="http://www.adobe.com/go/getflashplayer">
</embed>
</object>

Comments :

l You must use the name FlashVars to define the parameters, in both the OBJECT tag and the 
EMBED tag. 

l You must duplicate the declaration in the OBJECT and EMBED tags. 
l The name of each parameter must be "param1", "param2" etc. You can have up to 15 

parameters. 
l If you need spaces in your parameters, you must use the HTML "%20" syntax. 
l Each parameter must be separated from the other by a "&" 
l If you want to include a "&", use the HTML syntax "&amp" 

How to get your parameters within the application?

You must use the "Get Command Item" expression found in the system object expressions, in the 
expression editor. You must pass to this function the name of the parameter, as defined in the HTML, 
that is "param1", "param2" and so on. Any other name will return an empty string.
The Get Command Item expression always returns a string. To get an number you must convert the 
string into a number using the val() expression also available in the system object.
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